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6Heat transfer is primarily radiation from propellant combustion products
(~200 400 W/cm2)
Prior tests and analyses indicated shear unimportant at forward dome
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"That's right, Bernie, this thing
spins around and around."
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T/C instrumentation of
elastomeric ablators
with swelling and
sometimes weak
chars is problematic
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CMA Prediction
(053A properties from Aerotherm HEEI program report)
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HICAM Prediction
HICAM = Hercules Inc. Charring and Ablation Model (Hercules now part of ATK)
Char permeability = 3x10-11 ft4/Lbf-sec
Char tensile strength = 515 psi
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Sponsor of this Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) project
Project subcontractor provided advice and HICAM calculations
Was part of AF Materials Laboratory, now part of AF Research
Laboratory, Materials & Manufacturing Directorate
